BETTER PASSENGER SERVICES

- Reinvented ergonomics with a large tactile screen
- Welcoming shape for an easy use
- Real time connectivity with remote assistance for enhanced service

TRANSCITY™

PS 600 PLATFORM SALES AND SERVICES
TRANSCITY™

PS 600
Ticket Vending Machine product line

The PS600 transforms the user experience with a welcoming shape and two wide touchscreens. The reinvented ergonomics maximizes the traveler access, including hearing and visually-impaired or disabled individuals. Vertical and tilted screens bring comfort to the user with features like zooming or swapping the displayed content on a preferred screen.

Moreover, the PS600 is connected on real-time with a call center and an operator can support a passenger, transforming a self-service machine into an attended multiservice point. At every moment, the passenger can request an online video link with an operator and ask for assistance, including taking over the operations remotely.

The PS600 allows the selection, distribution and payment of any tickets or cards. Light indicators progressively illuminate the active function to ease the sales process. The modular design enables a large number of possible configurations to fit specific and local requirements.

USER EXPERIENCE
- Two 22" displays with touch screen
- Loudspeaker and camera
- Keypad and Braille information
- Compliant with disabled people usage (ADA)

PRODUCT LINE CONFIGURATION

PS 600: form factor
- 0 to 5 reserved
- 6 Compact format - outdoor use

PG 600: option set
- 0 Cashless - no dispenser (reload only)
- 1 Cashless - smart card dispenser
- 2 Cashless - contactless ticket dispenser
- 3 to 4 Reserved
- 5 With cash - no dispenser (reload only)
- 6 With cash - smart card dispenser
- 7 With Cash - contactless ticket dispenser

FARE MEDIA INTERFACE
- Contactless reader OR500-EMV compliant with ISO14443 Type A, B, Sony Felica
- 4x700 contactless tickets dispensers or optional 400 Contactless tickets dispenser
- 80 mm printer for receipt and paper tickets
- Optional barecode reader

COMMUNICATION INTERFACE
- 16 x I/O, 4x RS232 / RS485, 6x USB 2.0
- 2 x Ethernet 10/100/
- Audio connector
- Options for bluetooth 2.0, WIFI IEEE 802.11 b/g/n, 4G, 3G, GPRS

PAYMENT METHODS
- Full cash management: coin acceptor with LIFO change and banknote acceptor
- Transport purse from a contactless mediational cash management (coins with FIFO change and banknotes acceptor)

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- Power Supply 110/220 VAC
- Uninterrupted Power Supply
- MTTR < 15 minutes for sub-assemblies
- Protection index IP44 / IK10 CE Mark